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Chapter 611

Elaine also knew that if this incident were to be taken out, she would be regarded as
gathering crowds to gamble. Once her husband and daughter knew that she was
betting so much outside, they would be extremely angry.

In that way, she may not have a good life.

Although the money is gone now, those people are even more troubled. All of them
have been sent to the black coal kiln to dig for coal. Every one of them doesn’t even
want to get away for more than ten or twenty years.

So in such a comparison, she is not too miserable.

However, the money and bracelet are gone, which is really distressing.

It’s good to say that the bracelet is gone. Anyway, she took the fragments, and she can
tell the family directly that the bracelet was broken.

But the money is a bit uncomfortable subject.

The family’s money was in her own hands. Jacob doesn’t have any money himself, and
even the hundreds of thousands he earned from reselling antiques were in her own
hands.

And she has lost all her family’s savings. If this is known by her husband, he will be
mad.

Elaine sighed in her heart, and felt very regretful about what happened today.



On the way back, Orvel called Charlie and said, “Mr. Wade, I personally put the convoy
on the highway just now, and the convoy has already gone to Jinx. I should have gone
there in person to explain you. It’s a little better to get things done, but tonight Classic
Mansion has something to do. Someone with a big background has booked the
diamond box for a banquet, so I have to go over and take a look…”

Having said that, Mr. Orvel said again: “But don’t worry, I will fly there tomorrow. It is
estimated that their convoy will be there when I arrive in the afternoon.”

Charlie gave a hum, and asked curiously, “There is a distinguished guest in Classic
Mansion tonight? What is the way?”

Mr. Orvel hurriedly said, “Regnar and his son Roger from the Wu family in Aurous Hill.”

Charlie frowned. It has been several days, but the people from Wu’s family haven’t left
yet?

Do they stay in Aurous Hill, trying to find him out?

After all, Wu Qi’s psychological suggestion that he must eat sh!t every hour was made
by him.

It is estimated that the Wu family also realizes that there must be a hidden story behind
this, so they want to find out.

But Charlie wasn’t worried, the Wu family was not as powerful as the Wade family.

Besides, with their current strength, even if the Wade family’s background is not moved
out, the Wu family can’t help themselves at all.

If the Wu family insists on pretending to be forceful, then they can’t blame him for being
rude.

So Charlie said to Orvel: “Okay, you can do your job first.”

“OK, Mr. Wade!”

He hung up the phone and the car was almost home.



Elaine said to Charlie, “Bring the car over, and I will drive back by myself. You can go
back, lest your father and Claire see us coming back together!”

Charlie nodded indifferently, pulled the car aside, and got out of the car.

Just right, you can also buy a la carte.

When shopping for vegetables, Charlie called the Old Master and asked him if the party
in the brilliant club was over.

The Old Master told him that he had just returned home after the party, and he also
thanked Charlie, because Charlie had earned him enough face today.

When Charlie went home after buying vegetables, Jacob was sitting in the living room,
holding a cup of tea, humming a little song with a happy expression on his face.

Seeing Charlie’s return, he immediately smiled and said: “Oh my good son-in-law, you
are back!”

Chapter 612

Charlie smiled and called to his father, and then found that Claire and his mother-in-law
Elaine were not in the living room, and asked, “Have Claire and Mom come back?”

“Claire didn’t come back, your mother is back.”

Jacob waved his hand and said, “Your mother went into the house as soon as she came
back. She said she was uncomfortable, and she didn’t know what happened. Maybe it
was because she lost money playing mahjong and felt uncomfortable!”

Charlie nodded, and deliberately asked: “Do you want to go and see? Care about it?”

“I care about my bullsh*t.” Jacob curled his lips and said: “She knows playing mahjong
all day long, and she is so annoying. If she really loses, there are tens of thousands of
people, let her feel uncomfortable. In two days, she knew it had converged!”

Charlie laughed dumbly.



Eight thousand?

You have to multiply by 8,000 on the basis of 8,000!

Today Elaine lost more than 60 million!

When Charlie remembered, he couldn’t help sighing that his mother-in-law was really
lacking in brains. Several old ladies played mahjong. She could lose more than 60
million. What kind of idiot must she make to make such a mistake?

……

At this moment, the Willson family villa.

At this moment, Noah, like Jacob, was sitting comfortably in a recliner, sipping tea and
humming a small song, waiting for Horiyah’s triumphant return.

Noah and Jacob are worthy of being brothers, and the way they celebrate good things is
almost the same.

Noah was playing with his mobile phone at this time, and looked at it repeatedly.
Horiyah’s WeChat was sent an hour ago, his mouth crooked.

It read on WeChat: “My husband, Elaine’s savings of more than two million, the house
of one or two million that she currently lives in, and her jade bracelet worth four to five
million have all been lost to us! That set of Tomson’s first-class villa worth 130 million
has already been mortgaged to us, and Charlie will send the copy of the house soon!
This time we are well rich!”

Noah figured it out. Even if she didn’t mention the miscellaneous things, the villa alone
could sell for at least 120 million after changing hands. By then, his family would be
divided into 40%, and there would be nearly 50 million!

50 million, enough to earn!

At that time, if you add in cash, old house properties, and jade bracelets, you can get a
few million more. By that time, more than 50 million will be harvested!



In addition, there are 15 million deposits in the family, which adds up to nearly 70
million!

Even if the Willson family fell, the money would be enough for him to be cool for a long
time!

Noah even planned the use of the money.

First, eight million must be given to Mrs. Willson.

Because the Lady Willson urged the 8 million to death in the past two days, Noah said
that the money was being redeemed by the fund manager and had to wait two days,
and promised that it would be credited to the Willson Group account tomorrow.

His own plan was to wait for Horiyah to finish pitting Elaine before giving the Lady
Willson 8 million and sending her away.

As for the remaining money, he decided to hold it tightly, and must not let the Lady
Willson know. When the time comes, he will buy a villa first, and when the Willson family
goes bankrupt, he will move there.

Thinking of this, Noah felt more happy, and couldn’t help but sighed: “Elaine, this stinky
lady, dare you to have a villa with yourself? Isn’t it cool now? Really deserve it! This
money is right. Think of it as paying for your own mental loss!”

For him, he didn’t have any psychological burden at all for ruining Elaine’s bankruptcy.

This kind of stinky lady just wants to cheat, so much more cheat, cheat, cheat to death!

The best thing is that once this stinky lady has money, she should think of something to
cheat all her money and turn her into a long-term money bag!

Chapter 614

After receiving the mobile phone, Mrs. Willson called Horiyah again, but the other side
still reminded her that it was turned off.



Old Mrs. Willson said in confusion: “What’s the matter? Why is the phone turned off?”

Noah said, “Mom, isn’t it normal for the phone to shut down automatically when it is out
of power? Besides, it is not convenient to call her again and again when she is outside.”

The Old Mrs. Willson threw the phone to him and said angrily: “Just keep trying until you
get through!”

Noah was helpless, so he sat in a chair and kept hanging up and calling out.

It lasted more than half an hour, but the phone still prompted shut down.

Noah felt more and more in his heart that things didn’t seem to be right…

It stands to reason that Horiyah went out to cheat money with Lian, not outdoors, but
indoors. It should be very convenient to charge the phone.

Moreover, he also reminded her before that she should keep in touch at all times when
the time comes, and if there is any accident, he can rescue her.

Therefore, it should not shut down.

What exactly is going on?

Thinking of this, he couldn’t help but sit up straight, his face became serious, and he
said to himself: “This is not right…”

Old Mrs. Willson glanced at him and snorted coldly, “Don’t act here, what the h*ll is
going on!”

Noah suddenly felt a little irritable, and he felt a little uneasy.

So he opened his mouth and said to the Lady Willson: “Mom, don’t make trouble with
Horiyah. I can’t contact Horiyah now. I will find someone else to see if anyone is with
her.”

After speaking, Noah dialed Lian again.



Like Horiyah’s mobile phone, the receiver also indicates that it has been turned off.

Then, Noah dialed Ron and Nivia again, and the result was the same…

Is this not too weird? !

At this time, Noah’s heart was completely confused!

He scratched his hair in a panic, the bad premonition in his heart became stronger and
stronger.

Old Mrs. Willson saw his state, the more she looked at it, the less he was acting, and
she realized that something really happened!

So she hurriedly asked, “What’s going on with you? You tell mom the truth!”

Noah shook his head and said, “I don’t know what’s going on…”

The Old Mrs. Willson asked, “Then what do you look unsettled? Why can’t Horiyah
contact me yet? What are you hiding from me?”

Noah hesitated for a moment, sighed, and said, “Mom, let me tell you the truth. Actually,
Horiyah set up a game for Elaine today, found a senior, and played mahjong with
Elaine. The money in her hand and Charlie’s villa were both cheated. In this way, when
the bank seizes our villa, won’t you be able to live in the Tomson first-class product you
are thinking of?”

When Mrs. Willson heard this, her eyes lit up and she blurted out with excitement: “Is
the villa now in your hands? When can I live in?”

Chapter 615

When the Old Mrs. Willson heard the words Tomson, her eyes straightened.

She has been greedy for Charlie’s big villa, dreaming that she can live in it.

She even wanted to die there when she was old.



There are some superstitions and sayings in the folk, such as:

When you are dying, it is best not to die in the hospital, otherwise you will not find your
way home.

For another example, you must wear a shroud before you die, otherwise there will be no
clothes to wear there.

For example, if you live in a mansion before you die, you will be able to give birth to a
wealthy family in your next life and enjoy the glory and wealth.

Therefore, Mrs. Willson also longed that she could live in a top luxury villa like Tomson
until she died.

Last time, she directed Harold to rob the villa. As a result, several bodyguards of the
Willson family were beaten into dogs, and Harold was beaten terribly alongside.

From then on, although the Lady Willson broke off the idea of   grabbing, she still had a
greedy heart.

When she heard that Noah and Horiyah were planning to trick that villa into their design,
she was excited!

At this time, Harold and Wendy had just returned from outside, and when they entered
the villa, they became excited when they heard this.

Harold walked to the front and asked: “Dad, you said that Mom is going to get to
Charlie’s villa? Did she succeed?”

Wendy was also very excited and asked, “Yes, Dad, did you succeed?”

Noah sighed at this time: “The last WeChat message she sent me said that she had
deceived Elaine’s cash, the house she lives in, and Charlie’s Tomson first-class villa…”

Before Noah could say a word, Mrs. Willson was very excited and smiled: “This is really
a great thing, it’s really great! So, when the bank comes to seal up this villa, we will be
able to move in. Tomson first product is gone from their hands! Hahaha, Elaine, that



uncultivated poor ghost shrew, should be cheated! It is best to cheat her to bankrupt her
family!”

Noah smiled bitterly: “Mom, even if things are done in the villa, we still have to share it
with other people. If you want to keep this villa, it doesn’t matter if you want to replenish
it. But it doesn’t matter. Now the key is Horiyah can’t be found anymore! I can’t get in
touch with her now, and the few people who organized the game with her can’t get in
touch either. They are all lost!”

“Lost connection?” Old Mrs. Willson was stunned. After a while, she frowned and said:
“Noah, wouldn’t she run away with the money?”

“Run?” Noah blurted out: “Should not, right? Why is she running?”

Harold also said: “Grandma, Mom can’t take the money away, don’t worry!”

The Old Mrs. Willson shook her head and said, “Don’t say such things now! The Willson
family is no longer what it used to be, and Horiyah knows in her heart that it is
impossible for the Willson family to return to its original glory. All the money is with her. If
she doesn’t want to live with you, wouldn’t she take money and run away?”

Speaking of this, Mrs. Willson said solemnly: “If she has sold the villa she scammed and
exchanged tens of millions of billions in cash, then she will have even more reason to
run away. She can go abroad and you’ll never find her again!”

Noah said, “Mom, Horiyah has been married to me for so many years. Although
sometimes we quarrel and argue, our relationship is still very stable!”

Old Mrs. Willson said coldly: “That’s because she has no money! She used to depend
on us to live, now? You gave her all the savings, and she has the financial power and no
longer need to rely on you!”

With that, Mrs. Willson said again: “Also! She lied got the Charlie’s villa today, and her
value skyrocketed several times. Now holding tens of millions of assets in her hand, you
are not a husband in her eyes. ! It’s dragging the oil bottle!”

Noah’s expression froze.



Although he didn’t want to admit that what Mrs. Willson said was the truth, he still
vaguely realized some problems in his heart.
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Elaine also knew that if this incident were to be taken out, she would be regarded as gathering
crowds to gamble. Once her husband and daughter knew that she was betting so much outside,
they would be extremely angry.

In that way, she may not have a good life.

Although the money is gone now, those people are even more troubled. All of them have been
sent to the black coal kiln to dig for coal. Every one of them doesn’t even want to get away for
more than ten or twenty years.

So in such a comparison, she is not too miserable.

However, the money and bracelet are gone, which is really distressing.

It’s good to say that the bracelet is gone. Anyway, she took the fragments, and she can tell the
family directly that the bracelet was broken.

But the money is a bit uncomfortable subject.

The family’s money was in her own hands. Jacob doesn’t have any money himself, and even
the hundreds of thousands he earned from reselling antiques were in her own hands.



And she has lost all her family’s savings. If this is known by her husband, he will be mad.

Elaine sighed in her heart, and felt very regretful about what happened today.

On the way back, Orvel called Charlie and said, “Mr. Wade, I personally put the convoy on the
highway just now, and the convoy has already gone to Jinx. I should have gone there in person
to explain you. It’s a little better to get things done, but tonight Classic Mansion has something
to do. Someone with a big background has booked the diamond box for a banquet, so I have to
go over and take a look…”

Having said that, Mr. Orvel said again: “But don’t worry, I will fly there tomorrow. It is estimated
that their convoy will be there when I arrive in the afternoon.”

Charlie gave a hum, and asked curiously, “There is a distinguished guest in Classic Mansion
tonight? What is the way?”

Mr. Orvel hurriedly said, “Regnar and his son Roger from the Wu family in Aurous Hill.”

Charlie frowned. It has been several days, but the people from Wu’s family haven’t left yet?

Do they stay in Aurous Hill, trying to find him out?

After all, Wu Qi’s psychological suggestion that he must eat sh!t every hour was made by him.

It is estimated that the Wu family also realizes that there must be a hidden story behind this, so
they want to find out.

But Charlie wasn’t worried, the Wu family was not as powerful as the Wade family.

Besides, with their current strength, even if the Wade family’s background is not moved out, the
Wu family can’t help themselves at all.

If the Wu family insists on pretending to be forceful, then they can’t blame him for being rude.

So Charlie said to Orvel: “Okay, you can do your job first.”

“OK, Mr. Wade!”

He hung up the phone and the car was almost home.

Elaine said to Charlie, “Bring the car over, and I will drive back by myself. You can go back, lest
your father and Claire see us coming back together!”



Charlie nodded indifferently, pulled the car aside, and got out of the car.

Just right, you can also buy a la carte.

When shopping for vegetables, Charlie called the Old Master and asked him if the party in the
brilliant club was over.

The Old Master told him that he had just returned home after the party, and he also thanked
Charlie, because Charlie had earned him enough face today.

When Charlie went home after buying vegetables, Jacob was sitting in the living room, holding a
cup of tea, humming a little song with a happy expression on his face.

Seeing Charlie’s return, he immediately smiled and said: “Oh my good son-in-law, you are
back!”

Chapter 612
Charlie smiled and called to his father, and then found that Claire and his mother-in-law Elaine
were not in the living room, and asked, “Have Claire and Mom come back?”

“Claire didn’t come back, your mother is back.”

Jacob waved his hand and said, “Your mother went into the house as soon as she came back.
She said she was uncomfortable, and she didn’t know what happened. Maybe it was because
she lost money playing mahjong and felt uncomfortable!”

Charlie nodded, and deliberately asked: “Do you want to go and see? Care about it?”

“I care about my bullsh*t.” Jacob curled his lips and said: “She knows playing mahjong all day
long, and she is so annoying. If she really loses, there are tens of thousands of people, let her
feel uncomfortable. In two days, she knew it had converged!”

Charlie laughed dumbly.

Eight thousand?

You have to multiply by 8,000 on the basis of 8,000!

Today Elaine lost more than 60 million!

When Charlie remembered, he couldn’t help sighing that his mother-in-law was really lacking in
brains. Several old ladies played mahjong. She could lose more than 60 million. What kind of
idiot must she make to make such a mistake?



……

At this moment, the Willson family villa.

At this moment, Noah, like Jacob, was sitting comfortably in a recliner, sipping tea and humming
a small song, waiting for Horiyah’s triumphant return.

Noah and Jacob are worthy of being brothers, and the way they celebrate good things is almost
the same.

Noah was playing with his mobile phone at this time, and looked at it repeatedly. Horiyah’s
WeChat was sent an hour ago, his mouth crooked.

It read on WeChat: “My husband, Elaine’s savings of more than two million, the house of one or
two million that she currently lives in, and her jade bracelet worth four to five million have all
been lost to us! That set of Tomson’s first-class villa worth 130 million has already been
mortgaged to us, and Charlie will send the copy of the house soon! This time we are well rich!”

Noah figured it out. Even if she didn’t mention the miscellaneous things, the villa alone could sell
for at least 120 million after changing hands. By then, his family would be divided into 40%, and
there would be nearly 50 million!

50 million, enough to earn!

At that time, if you add in cash, old house properties, and jade bracelets, you can get a few
million more. By that time, more than 50 million will be harvested!

In addition, there are 15 million deposits in the family, which adds up to nearly 70 million!

Even if the Willson family fell, the money would be enough for him to be cool for a long time!

Noah even planned the use of the money.

First, eight million must be given to Mrs. Willson.

Because the Lady Willson urged the 8 million to death in the past two days, Noah said that the
money was being redeemed by the fund manager and had to wait two days, and promised that
it would be credited to the Willson Group account tomorrow.

His own plan was to wait for Horiyah to finish pitting Elaine before giving the Lady Willson 8
million and sending her away.



As for the remaining money, he decided to hold it tightly, and must not let the Lady Willson
know. When the time comes, he will buy a villa first, and when the Willson family goes bankrupt,
he will move there.

Thinking of this, Noah felt more happy, and couldn’t help but sighed: “Elaine, this stinky lady,
dare you to have a villa with yourself? Isn’t it cool now? Really deserve it! This money is right.
Think of it as paying for your own mental loss!”

For him, he didn’t have any psychological burden at all for ruining Elaine’s bankruptcy.

This kind of stinky lady just wants to cheat, so much more cheat, cheat, cheat to death!

The best thing is that once this stinky lady has money, she should think of something to cheat all
her money and turn her into a long-term money bag!

Chapter 614
After receiving the mobile phone, Mrs. Willson called Horiyah again, but the other side still
reminded her that it was turned off.

Old Mrs. Willson said in confusion: “What’s the matter? Why is the phone turned off?”

Noah said, “Mom, isn’t it normal for the phone to shut down automatically when it is out of
power? Besides, it is not convenient to call her again and again when she is outside.”

The Old Mrs. Willson threw the phone to him and said angrily: “Just keep trying until you get
through!”

Noah was helpless, so he sat in a chair and kept hanging up and calling out.

It lasted more than half an hour, but the phone still prompted shut down.

Noah felt more and more in his heart that things didn’t seem to be right…

It stands to reason that Horiyah went out to cheat money with Lian, not outdoors, but indoors. It
should be very convenient to charge the phone.

Moreover, he also reminded her before that she should keep in touch at all times when the time
comes, and if there is any accident, he can rescue her.

Therefore, it should not shut down.

What exactly is going on?



Thinking of this, he couldn’t help but sit up straight, his face became serious, and he said to
himself: “This is not right…”

Old Mrs. Willson glanced at him and snorted coldly, “Don’t act here, what the h*ll is going on!”

Noah suddenly felt a little irritable, and he felt a little uneasy.

So he opened his mouth and said to the Lady Willson: “Mom, don’t make trouble with Horiyah. I
can’t contact Horiyah now. I will find someone else to see if anyone is with her.”

After speaking, Noah dialed Lian again.

Like Horiyah’s mobile phone, the receiver also indicates that it has been turned off.

Then, Noah dialed Ron and Nivia again, and the result was the same…

Is this not too weird? !

At this time, Noah’s heart was completely confused!

He scratched his hair in a panic, the bad premonition in his heart became stronger and stronger.

Old Mrs. Willson saw his state, the more she looked at it, the less he was acting, and she
realized that something really happened!

So she hurriedly asked, “What’s going on with you? You tell mom the truth!”

Noah shook his head and said, “I don’t know what’s going on…”

The Old Mrs. Willson asked, “Then what do you look unsettled? Why can’t Horiyah contact me
yet? What are you hiding from me?”

Noah hesitated for a moment, sighed, and said, “Mom, let me tell you the truth. Actually, Horiyah
set up a game for Elaine today, found a senior, and played mahjong with Elaine. The money in
her hand and Charlie’s villa were both cheated. In this way, when the bank seizes our villa, won’t
you be able to live in the Tomson first-class product you are thinking of?”

When Mrs. Willson heard this, her eyes lit up and she blurted out with excitement: “Is the villa
now in your hands? When can I live in?”

Chapter 615
When the Old Mrs. Willson heard the words Tomson, her eyes straightened.

She has been greedy for Charlie’s big villa, dreaming that she can live in it.



She even wanted to die there when she was old.

There are some superstitions and sayings in the folk, such as:

When you are dying, it is best not to die in the hospital, otherwise you will not find your way
home.

For another example, you must wear a shroud before you die, otherwise there will be no clothes
to wear there.

For example, if you live in a mansion before you die, you will be able to give birth to a wealthy
family in your next life and enjoy the glory and wealth.

Therefore, Mrs. Willson also longed that she could live in a top luxury villa like Tomson until she
died.

Last time, she directed Harold to rob the villa. As a result, several bodyguards of the Willson
family were beaten into dogs, and Harold was beaten terribly alongside.

From then on, although the Lady Willson broke off the idea of   grabbing, she still had a greedy
heart.

When she heard that Noah and Horiyah were planning to trick that villa into their design, she
was excited!

At this time, Harold and Wendy had just returned from outside, and when they entered the villa,
they became excited when they heard this.

Harold walked to the front and asked: “Dad, you said that Mom is going to get to Charlie’s villa?
Did she succeed?”

Wendy was also very excited and asked, “Yes, Dad, did you succeed?”

Noah sighed at this time: “The last WeChat message she sent me said that she had deceived
Elaine’s cash, the house she lives in, and Charlie’s Tomson first-class villa…”

Before Noah could say a word, Mrs. Willson was very excited and smiled: “This is really a great
thing, it’s really great! So, when the bank comes to seal up this villa, we will be able to move in.
Tomson first product is gone from their hands! Hahaha, Elaine, that uncultivated poor ghost
shrew, should be cheated! It is best to cheat her to bankrupt her family!”

Noah smiled bitterly: “Mom, even if things are done in the villa, we still have to share it with other
people. If you want to keep this villa, it doesn’t matter if you want to replenish it. But it doesn’t



matter. Now the key is Horiyah can’t be found anymore! I can’t get in touch with her now, and
the few people who organized the game with her can’t get in touch either. They are all lost!”

“Lost connection?” Old Mrs. Willson was stunned. After a while, she frowned and said: “Noah,
wouldn’t she run away with the money?”

“Run?” Noah blurted out: “Should not, right? Why is she running?”

Harold also said: “Grandma, Mom can’t take the money away, don’t worry!”

The Old Mrs. Willson shook her head and said, “Don’t say such things now! The Willson family
is no longer what it used to be, and Horiyah knows in her heart that it is impossible for the
Willson family to return to its original glory. All the money is with her. If she doesn’t want to live
with you, wouldn’t she take money and run away?”

Speaking of this, Mrs. Willson said solemnly: “If she has sold the villa she scammed and
exchanged tens of millions of billions in cash, then she will have even more reason to run away.
She can go abroad and you’ll never find her again!”

Noah said, “Mom, Horiyah has been married to me for so many years. Although sometimes we
quarrel and argue, our relationship is still very stable!”

Old Mrs. Willson said coldly: “That’s because she has no money! She used to depend on us to
live, now? You gave her all the savings, and she has the financial power and no longer need to
rely on you!”

With that, Mrs. Willson said again: “Also! She lied got the Charlie’s villa today, and her value
skyrocketed several times. Now holding tens of millions of assets in her hand, you are not a
husband in her eyes. ! It’s dragging the oil bottle!”

Noah’s expression froze.

Although he didn’t want to admit that what Mrs. Willson said was the truth, he still vaguely
realized some problems in his heart.


